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“TASK is the leading global 
player in early phase TB 
medicine evaluation.”

TASK is a social enterprise committed to developing novelty 
medicines, vaccines and diagnostics that help improve global 
health care. Established in 2005 by physician Dr Andreas 
Diacon, TASK brings much needed novel anti-tuberculosis 
(TB) drugs to patients that need them as fast as possible. 
TASK has since grown and diversified into five distinct research 
sites able to perform clinical trials. Autonomous support units 
include a TASK bio-safety level 3 mycobacteriology laboratory, 
a phase I unit with 24 beds, a registered dispensing pharmacy, 
a data management centre and TASK Academy. The academy 
specialises in regulatory support and offers training in clinical 
trial methodology nationally and internationally. 

Positively contributing to the Cape Health 
Innovation movement
TASK is collaborating closely with local clinics and health 
authorities. TASK’s previous works has enabled new TB drugs to 
reach the South African public; resulting in improved outcomes, 
lower death rates and reduced hospital stays for patients with 
drug-resistant TB. TASK also supports diagnostics and device 
development. Being the recipient of international grant and 
donor funding, TASK is able to employ local health professionals, 
trains them for clinical trials, and develops research capacity in 
the Western Cape.

Leading the way in the Health tech field
TASK is a global player in early phase TB medicine evaluation. 
Studies conducted at clinical research sites determine within 
two weeks whether a new anti-TB medication is effective. There 
is currently no other unit offering these services worldwide.

Inspiring success stories that showcase  
TASK’s innovation
1. Conducting the clinical trials that led to the registration of 

Bedaquiline, the first new TB drug in decades, for patients with 
TB resistant to conventional antibiotics. 

2. Achievements were published in leading medical journals such 
as the New England Journal of Medicine and Lancet.  

3. Professor Andreas Diacon was awarded the 2016 Scientific 
Prize of the International Union Against Tuberculosis and Lung 
Disease and recently published in 2 articles: Bill Gates’s Heroes 
in the Field and Forbes Africa.

The future of your business?
TASK’s focus remains on improving healthcare for all therapeutic 
areas by continuously providing the highest quality service and 
deliver results in time.  

Why Cape Town and the Western Cape is perfect 
for your business
The combination of access to suitable study participants and 
well-established infrastructure is key to performing clinical 
trials. Cape Town and the Western Cape have one of the 
highest incidence of TB per capita in the world and a high 
prevalence of other poverty-related and lifestyle diseases. 
Cape Town also has leading academic institutions, modern 
hospitals, an international airport and high speed internet. 
TASK’s relationship with the Western Cape Government has 
been paramount to its success. The province allows for access 
to various academic institutions (Stellenbosch University, 
University of Cape Town) and community health facilities. In 
addition, TASK worked closely with the province in establishing 
its trial sites including a registered clinical trials hospital in 
Boston, Bellville.


